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A

 

BSTRACT

 

I respond to Fishkin’s critique of my book 

 

The State of Democratic Theory

 

(Princeton University Press 2003). I reiterate my defense of a competitive model of democ-
racy geared to reducing domination, rather than Fishkin’s deliberative model that deploys
structured discussion to enlighten mass preferences. In light of the literatures on framing
effects and the value of mutually independent judgments, I question whether the procedures
Fishkin recommends would produce outcomes that are better informed rather than differently
informed. Recognizing that deliberation might sometimes be helpful in reducing domination,
I note that sometimes it will not, and I fault Fishkin for his indiscriminate embrace of exceed-
ingly costly deliberative mechanisms that promise dubious benefits – notably his and Bruce
Ackerman’s ‘Deliberation Day’.
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Fishkin makes heavy weather of his insistence that his goal for deliberation is not to
produce consensus. Yet one of his arguments for deliberation’s desirability is that it
reduces dissensus enough so as to increase the likelihood of single-peaked prefer-
ences, which ‘makes democracy more collectively consistent and more meaningful’.
But why should we care whether democracy is collectively consistent or not?
Fishkin seems perplexed by my assessment of the literature on Arrow’s victory over
Rousseau. My view is straightforward. Some recent literature that I discuss in the
first chapter of 

 

The State of Democratic Theory

 

 suggests that the actual likelihood of
voting cycles is lower than the early literature by Riker and others had contended,
unmasking as overblown – on their own terms – the much-trumpeted claims of early
public choice theorists about democracy’s alleged irrationality. On my account, this
debate, while of some academic interest, is tangential to democracy’s legitimacy in
the real world. This turns not on whether democracy can operate to produce coher-
ent social welfare functions but on whether it can operate to reduce domination.
Making a plausible and attractive case for that view is the main purpose of 
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. It is, to be sure, disputable. But Fishkin’s commentary never
mentions it – let alone disputes it.

Taking Fishkin at his word that consensus is not of any intrinsic importance
(which means we agree on this), what is the underlying purpose of democracy on his
account? He answers this indirectly, with a series of rhetorical questions. ‘Do we
want to listen to the public when they are confused, uninformed, inattentive? Or
when they have had a chance to think about the issues, weigh competing sides and
become more informed?’ The ‘real’ dichotomy, Fishkin tells us, is between the
deliberative theories he finds congenial and the non-deliberative ones he rejects. The
‘basic’ choice, he insists, is between deliberative democracy and ‘

 

unthinking

 

’ (his
emphasis) democracy.

Why accept this? Fishkin supplies no reasons, prompting the query by what
authority he thinks himself qualified to declare when people are sufficiently well
informed that ‘we’ should be prepared listen to them? ‘We’ in the United States do
have requirements like compulsory education to age 16 whose partial justification is
that voters here should be literate and informed up to some threshold. Fishkin’s
rhetorical questions might suggest a case for beefing these requirements up, or
perhaps even for an educational qualification for the franchise. The staying power of
William F. Buckley’s 40-year-old aphorism to the effect that he would prefer being
governed by the first 2,000 names in the Boston phonebook than by the Harvard
faculty is salutary in this regard. Despite the pleadings of Mill and others since the
possibility of universal franchise became real in the mid nineteenth century, propos-
als for educational qualifications and for weighting the role of the educated (Mill
wanted to give additional votes to university graduates) have been stillborn. Indeed
the near-universal legitimacy of the secret ballot in democracies is testimony to the
widespread acceptance of the notion that ill-informed opinions count equally with
well-informed ones. In democratic politics, voters are not obliged to justify their
opinions to others.

There is, indeed, literature that dates at least back to Rousseau suggesting that
people make better decisions when they do not deliberate. Judges at many sporting
events are prohibited from conferring lest they contaminate one another’s assess-
ments. The dangers of ‘groupthink’ were eloquently explored in the 9/11 Commis-
sion report.

 

1

 

 The apparently ignorant masses often make better judgments than the
‘informed’ few. This is famously the case with markets for predicting election
outcomes, which regularly outperform pundits and sophisticated pollsters. The same
appears to be true in a host of other settings that have recently been explored by
James Surowiecki (2004). There is considerable evidence that when people deemed
by someone (leaving aside, for now, who does the deeming) to be experts ‘inform’
mass opinion they can influence it. Whether they improve it is quite another matter.

Part of the reason for this is the great difficulty of distinguishing mechanisms that
produce 

 

better

 

 informed opinions from those that produce 

 

differently

 

 informed ones.
As the social psychology literature on framing effects suggests, full information is
available to no one – even in principle. People can only keep a comparatively small
number of ideas in mind at any time, so which these are becomes critically important
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in shaping their attitudes toward political choices. The decisions people make are
decisively shaped by the contexts within which they are presented, including the
relevant alternatives.

 

2

 

 Widespread American public support for abolishing estate
taxes, which Fishkin mentions, is a case in point. Close study reveals that there is less
mystery about this subject than meets the eye. The contours of public opinion about
estate taxes are well understood by pollsters and political consultants. When estate
tax is polled as a stand-alone issue, around two-thirds of Americans think it is an
unfair tax that should be abolished. The number goes up slightly if it is described as
the ‘death tax’, and it goes down somewhat (to about half the population) once it is
explained to people how unlikely it is that they will be among the two percent of the
taxpayers who actually pay it. However, once the intensity of peoples’ preferences is
factored in, abolishing estate taxes turns out to be an important priority for a tiny
percentage of voters. When the estate tax is polled as a comparative issue (i.e.
compared with possible cuts in income taxes, social security taxes, capital gains
taxes, or getting rid of the ‘marriage penalty’), support for it quickly evaporates.
Support also disappears if abolishing the estate tax is paired with specific cuts in
expenditures that would accompany it.

The political groups seeking to abolish the estate tax took brilliant advantage of
the running room created by these realities in order to sustain support for abolishing
the estate tax as part of President Bush’s 2001 tax cut. They flooded the media
with the results of stand-alone polls on the desirability of abolishing the estate tax,
while the opposition, lacking resources and in any case asleep at the switch, failed to
counter this with results reflecting the low relative and comparative support. The
pro-repeal forces were successful because they dominated the way in which the
issue was framed by the media. The problem was not lack of deliberation. Instead it
was lack of effective organization and resources on the other side, aided and abetted
by a gullible media. The press uncritically reported polling by the pro-repeal forces
and even mimicked their stand-alone polls, rather than conducting independent polls
that would have exhibited the true contours of public opinion on this subject more
fully. The same was true of non-partisan pollsters like Zogby.

 

3

 

Fishkin seems to suppose that if people deliberated more in the manner he
prescribes they would support more progressive redistributive policies. But he cites
no evidence to this effect. It strikes me as the kind of wishful thinking, on his part,
that informed Thurgood Marshall’s insistence, in 

 

Furman v. Georgia

 

, that if only
Americans understood what was actually involved in administering the death
penalty they would oppose it.

 

4

 

 Rather than this whiggish commitment to the idea
that the cause of maintaining progressive redistribution would be advanced by
promoting more deliberation, I am inclined to think that figuring out how to put
together coalitions that will have an interest in framing the issue so as to garner
public support for redistributive policies is the way to go.

Fishkin tries to reassure us that agenda-setters in his orchestrated ‘deliberative
polls’, in which random samples of the population debate issues after being
informed by ‘experts’ who have been chosen to ensure ‘balance’, will not bias the
results. He speaks about ‘advisory groups including all the major stakeholder
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groups’ who must ‘agree on the briefing materials, the questionnaire, the agenda of
experts’ to be put in front of the voters who then engage in the orchestrated deliber-
ative poll. But this just shifts the dilemma one step further back. Who gets to decide,
by what criteria, who the major stakeholders are? There is surely as much potential
to load the dice – whether consciously or inadvertently – in deciding who counts as
a relevant stakeholder as there is in deciding which experts can present sufficiently
balanced views to the assembled deliberators.

If by stakeholders Fishkin means those who have a significant stake in the
outcome of a decision, in today’s world these are often neither citizens nor even
residents of a country in which a decision is being made. If Fishkin wants American
voters who are deliberating about, say, pharmaceutical, environmental, or labor
regulations in the US to hear from all the relevant stakeholders, will he ensure that
they hear from sub-Saharan AIDS sufferers, residents of Bhopal or Malaysian work-
ers? If so, how will they be selected, and by whom? These examples only have to be
mentioned to make it evident that an enormous amount affecting the outcome of a
decision is embedded in prior decisions about who is a relevant stakeholder. Fishkin
might be inclined to respond that I do not offer an account of who a relevant stake-
holder is either. But that is a non sequitur in the present context.

 

5

 

 The question pres-
ently at issue is whether Fishkin’s method of determining who is a stakeholder
confers legitimacy on the process. Like the programmers of the Fox cable channel,
Fishkin might be passionately convinced that he can construct a ‘fair and balanced’
deliberative process. Others are bound to remain skeptical.

The deliberative ideal garners its appeal from a consultative model of political
discussion. The animating impulse seems to be that well informed citizens who
deliberate in good faith will converge on better policies, so that the institutional
design challenge for democratic theorists is to come up with appropriately orches-
trated setting to encourage this. Ackerman and Fishkin’s ‘deliberation day’ – a
national day of deliberating modeled on his deliberative polls, where citizens would
be paid $150 to show up at their local school to deliberate the week before presiden-
tial elections – is one such device.

My skepticism of orchestrated processes of this kind leads me to prefer competi-
tion over deliberation as a mechanism for keeping democracy honest. Its core ideal
is 

 

argument

 

 not 

 

discussion

 

. Its animating impulse is the robust conflict of ideas
about which Mill wrote so eloquently in 

 

On Liberty

 

. In 

 

The State of Democratic
Theory

 

 I made the case that this is poorly institutionalized in most democratic
systems, and particularly in the United States, and I proposed a variety of reforms
geared to strengthening opposition so as to facilitate more meaningful political argu-
ment than we actually see. These reforms have to do with breaking up the two-party
duopoly, public financing of elections, diminishing the costs to entry of third
parties, and strengthening the hands of weaker groups in democratic systems. If we
were going to spend $15 billion a year on improving the quality of American
democracy (the cost to the treasury Ackerman and Fishkin estimate for their own
proposal), these all strike me as better ways to go than on an afternoon of delibera-
tion once candidates have been selected, platforms chosen, interest groups deployed
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and campaign funds expended in our current electoral process. Perhaps there are
ultimately some imponderables of judgment here but, for me, the Ackerman-Fishkin
proposal fails the smell test as an appropriately proportionate response to the
problem.

This is not to say that I am against deliberation. An entire chapter of 

 

The State of
Democratic Theory

 

 (ignored by Fishkin in his commentary) explores the conditions
under which fostering deliberation is, and is not, desirable from the standpoint of
reducing domination – my yardstick for democratic legitimacy. It would be indul-
gent to repeat those arguments here. In a nutshell, my account involves empowering
those who are at risk of domination in any situation to insist on various types of
deliberative processes. But I argue that it is unwise to put deliberative processes into
the hands of those who can use them to engage in or perpetuate domination. My
worry about Fishkin is his indiscriminate embrace of deliberation. It calls to mind
the Bush administration’s approach to fiscal policy. No matter what the problem – a
surplus, a deficit, a strong dollar, a weak dollar, a recession – the solution is always
a tax cut. At some point one is bound to wonder whether the proffered solution has
anything in particular to do with the problem at hand.

 

Notes

 

1. See 

 

The 9/11 Commission Report: Final Report of the National Commission on Terrorist Attacks
Upon the United States

 

 (New York: Norton, 2004).
2. For extensive discussion see Shapiro (2003: 128–133).
3. My exhaustive search of published polls from the mid-1990s (when this became an issue) through

2003 revealed 20 Republican polls and 31 nonpartisan polls – virtually all of which asked about the
estate tax as a stand-alone issue – and a mere four polls by Democratic organizations and pollsters,
which illustrated the low levels of support once intensities and comparisons were taken into account.
The full story of the repeal of the estate tax is told in Graetz & Shapiro (2005). See chapter 12 for our
analysis of the public opinion data.

4. See 

 

Furman v. Georgia

 

 408 U.S. 238, at 360–369. See also Marshall’s dissent in 

 

Gregg v. Georgia

 

428 US 153 (1976).
5. It is, in any case untrue. A good deal of my discussion and defense of the principle of affected inter-

est in recent writings is devoted to how affected interests should be determined in particular settings,
and, given that this will always be controversial, what mechanisms should be exist to challenge
prevailing determinations of them. See Shapiro (2003: 52–55) and, for a more comprehensive treat-
ment, Shapiro (1999: chs 3–7).
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